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MESSAGE FROM CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER. 

 

I am very pleased to present the Annual Report of BBSCL, 2018, which also incorporates the 

Statutory Audit Accounts of 2018.  

2018 has been a challenging year for BBSCL as the nation moved towards the third parliamentary 

elections. From the party registration with the Election Commission, declaration of party manifesto and 

candidates, introduction of party candidates and to the preliminary elections, BBS brought both LIVE 

and recorded programme to every Bhutanese home through television and Radio Services. BBSCL 

ensured nationwide coverage of the 111
th

 National Day Celebrations, which was broadcast LIVE 

from Samtse Dzongkhag.  

On the technical front, to minimize the breakdown of transmissions, BBSCL build new stations in 

various locations. The process of up-gradation of the lighting in the Television Production 

Studio and radio audio mixer was carried out. 

The News and Current Affairs Department continued to uncover issues from far flung areas and 

feature stories and issues, which were more representative of the nation as a whole. In addition, 

the BBSC continued to support many government bodies, NGOs and CSOs with their mandate by 

providing free coverage and broadcast as part of BBSC’s corporate social responsibility.  

The BBSCL will continue to remain committed to our audience by providing quality News and 

Programmes.  

 

TASHI DELEK!  

 

 

 

Tshering Wangchuk  

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 
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1. ANNUAL REPORT OF BHUTAN BROADCASTING SERVICE FOR THE YEAR 

2018 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bhutan Broadcasting Service (BBS) was launched on 11
th

 November 1973, as Radio NYAB by a 

group of young volunteers belonging to the National Youth Association of Bhutan. In 1979, 

Radio NYAB was merged with the Information Department under the Ministry of information 

and Communications. 

BBS Television service was launched on 2
nd

 June 1999, coinciding with the Silver Jubilee 

celebration of the reign of His Majesty the 4
th

 King. BBS satellite service was launched on 20th 

February 2006. 

Today, BBS Radio provides two channels twenty four hours seven days a week. One channel 

broadcast news and programming in three languages while the other channel features solely in 

National Language Dzongkha. Similarly BBS Television provides two channels with one being 

twenty four seven, broadcasting educational and entertaining programmes and another 

broadcasting daily news and current affairs programmes for ten hours. BBS also provides LIVE 

telecast of important events including National Parliament sessions, local religious festivals and 

election proceedings. 

Besides Radio and Television services, news and programmes are also available in the BBS 

website http://www.bbs.bt . BBS Radio services are available on FM, SW and satellite services. 

BBS TV signal can be received in Asia Pacific and southern Europe through INSAT. 

http://www.bbs.bt/
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For nationwide coverage of news and programme, BBS has 14 Bureaus offices in 14 

Dzongkhags including a regional bureau in Kanglung and Trashigang.  

 

However, BBS does not have offices in following six Dzongkhags namely Haa, Dagana, 

Punakha, Gasa, Tashiyangtse and Lhuentse. These Dzongkhags are either covered by the nearest 

reporter or the Head quarter. 

As of now BBS has 334 staff in total including 313 as a regular staff and 21 staff on contract 

whereby 12 staff contract employees are with the Administration and Finance Department as 

sweepers, gardeners, security personnel and drivers. Rest of the contract employees were 

recruited as a replacement for the employees who are on EOL. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FM Radio and TV coverage map of Bhutan. 
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Parliamentary Elections 

The year 2018 was an eventful year for the nation and for the BBS Radio as well, as the nation 

continued its journey towards the polls for the third since the establishment of democracy in the 

kingdom in 2008.  

If Bhutan’s tryst with democracy is to succeed in every step, the media must play an active role. 

It must take its sole responsibility of informing and educating the citizenry earnestly. Thus, BBS 

being funded by the state and being the only TV and Radio Service provider that reaches out 

nationally, it must play a vital role. In order to take a rightful decision in choosing a right 

candidate, it is the duty of BBS to inform and educate the electorate.  

Since the majority of the voters are farmers and is rural based, the BBS radio is the only source 

of information and credible news for them. The private FM radios are not available nationally 

and with the Televisions yet to pave its way in rural villages, the responsibility of keeping the 

people informed depends upon BBS Radio. Thus, the BBS Radio carried its crucial role in the 

success of the parliamentary elections. 

 

The National Council Elections 

The National Council Election was held on 20
th

 April, 2018 which was a resounding success for 

the nation. As the polls were closed and the results started pouring in, the staff of BBS radio 

heaved a sigh of relief as nothing went amiss. More than 54% of the voters came out to exercise 

their franchise, an increase of nine percent compared to the previous election. What was more 

amazing was that a total 127 candidates contested for the election. This shows a major 

development in the Bhutanese 

democratic process.  

Since the introduction of National 

Council in 2008, the election 

procedures were held in different 

places to cast a right vote. The number 

of voter turnout and candidates showed 

a positive indication. It was noted that 

the citizens had perceived the 

importance of their participation in an 

electoral process. It proved out that 

they have known the rights and 

responsibility of     each and every 

citizen in democracy. 
Hundreds of people gathered for the election, 2018. 

 

The fact that the people were interested in democracy was rewarding for the BBS Radio. BBS 

Radio has never failed to educate and inform the people whereby it has produced numerous 
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programmes to educate, inspire and encourage the citizens about the electoral process and 

democracy resulting in the success of free and fair election, and democracy. 

The BBS Radio was fully prepared for the election. The law of election, rules and regulations, 

importance of the National Council and its constitutional role, the rights and the responsibilities  

of the electorate in choosing a right candidate, and ensuring free and fair election was expressed 

distinctly by BBS Radio. 

 

The BBS Radio has also produced programmes that aimed at encouraging women candidates 

emphasizing on the role of women in decision and policymaking. Issues emerging from the 

electioneering, the campaign pledges, the village forums and the debates among the candidates 

were also covered.  

The democratic process does not end with the election. The elected candidate must keep their 

words and fulfill their pledges. The BBS radio therefore invited and interviewed the elected 

members about their plans and pledges. Apart from interviewing the elected members in the 

national language Dzongkha, the southern candidates and eastern candidates were also 

interviewed in Lhotsamkha and Tshangla respectively.  

 

The National Assembly Elections 

The National Assembly election was also a major success with a voter turnout of over 71% in the 

general round and more than 66% in primary round.  

The increased number of Voter turnout is an evidence of the people’s faith in democracy and 

election. Voter apathy on the other hand will result in weak democracy.  

To ensure the success of the elections, the BBS radio once again began the preparations 

solemnly. Similar to the preparations of National Council Elections, the BBS Radio invited the 

officials from High Court and Supreme Court to explain the laws of election, and the roles of the 

legislative and executive in National Assembly. Numerous programmes were created to educate 

the public in general about the rights and duties of voters in democracy and also dissected the 

manifesto and the development plans of the various political parties. The concerns and the 

aspirations of the electorate were raised against the candidate thereby acting as a bridge between 

the people and government. 

The debates among the candidates were also broadcasted live in BBS Radio. Not only that, BBS 

Radio has also highlighted the importance of maintaining the secrecy while voting and the 

reliability of the electronic voting machines. BBS Radio has also indirectly encouraged the 

women’s participation in democracy mainly as the candidate. The party presidents were also 

interviewed along with the candidates in Dzongkha. People were able to assess the candidates’ 

competence and the party pledges. In addition to that the candidates from eastern and southern 

Dzongkhags were also interviewed in Lhotshamkha and Tshangla by our Radio anchors. 

The events of the poll day were covered live the whole day and the election results were declared 

to the public that very evening. After the election, the radio producers and anchors interviewed 

the presumptive members of the National Assembly including the Prime Minister and the 

Opposition Leader. 
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Parliamentary Sessions 

As a part of its mandate, the BBS Radio had broadcasted the parliamentary sessions regularly. 

Since the discussions in both houses of the parliament are held in the national language 

Dzongkha, the BBS radio broadcasted the discussions of the National Assembly live in the 

morning whereas, the discussions of the National Council were recorded and was broadcast in 

the afternoon. As mundane and insignificant as it may appear, this has had a major impact on 

democracy building. It has encouraged the interest and trust in democracy from the Bhutanese 

public, policymakers, planners and entrepreneurs in the urban areas to the illiterate farmers in the  

most remote corners of our kingdom. They became more politically aware and were better 

informed. They were able to keep an eye on the members of the parliament, assess their 

performance and see for themselves whether their elected leaders are representing their interests 

well. This in turn has helped in maintaining the accountability between the government, elected 

leaders and the people.  

 

To further strengthen the democracy, the people 

must also be provided with a platform where they 

can voice their concerns and help shape the 

discourse and policy decisions. For that, the BBS 

radio invited interested public to our studio to 

discuss and debate on national issues. Also to reach 

out to the people living in remote villages, our 

producers has travelled regularly to the rural areas to 

meet with the people allowing them to express their 

views and concerns on any issues. 

In a long run, this would have certainly contributed 

to the democratic consciousness and culture and 

consequently to the success of the parliamentary 

elections and democracy building.                                                                                         
Radio Producer in some rural villages. 

The National Events 

The BBS’ mandate is to inform, educate, and entertain but there are other equally important 

responsibilities, social cohesion and harmony for instance. The national events, such as the 

national day and the birthday celebrations of His Majesty the King are important for 

strengthening social cohesion and national harmony. On those auspicious occasions, the 

Bhutanese people, regardless of where they come from, sits together as one to celebrate a 

common ideal and pay homage to our great kings. On such occasions, the BBS Radio produces 

numerous programmes to convey the people about our legendary history, the numerous 

achievements of our monarchs, our common goals and aspirations, and also allows the people to 

offer their felicitations and prayers and participate in the celebrations, as one nation and one 

people.  
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The daily grind 

Walk into any remote village and ask the people what they think about any random issue or talk 

to them about the five year plans, party politics, the 

inheritance law, HIV/ Aids and cervical cancer, or the 

unemployment problem and youth crime. See how 

informed they are. The casual visitor would be 

astonished. He would find that they are well apprised of 

on any issues, despite simple illiterate farmers they may 

be.  

 
 

Radio Anchor in preservation of culture. 

 

They understand the nuances of party politics. They understand the effects of global warming, 

the benefits of exclusive breastfeeding, the risks of chemical fertilizer, and the advantages of 

organic farming. Even the urbane, educated visitor would learn about how conscious they are 

about the things happening around them. 

 

Towards building an informed society, the BBS Radio produced over 1900 educational 

programmes in Dzongkha, English, Lhotshamkha and Tshangla, covering a wide range of issues 

in last one year. There are 45 producers and anchors 

in the BBS Radio. While the anchors host talk shows 

and present the news, the producers produces two 

programmes each every week. They cover a wide 

range of issues, from farming, business, 

entrepreneurship, culture, the environment, good 

governance and politics, and the judiciary to issues 

related to education, health, religion, women and 

children. All in all, BBS Radio produced over 1900 

educational programmes during a year.  
 

 

Panel Discussions with Drug Regulator and other               

Stake Holders. 
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Parliamentary Elections 

 

Besides daily coverage of news and Current 

Affairs discussion programmes, special focus 

was given to cover National Council and 

National Assembly elections in 2018. 

Preparations for the coverage of elections 

started from the beginning of the year in 

consultation with the Election Commission of 

Bhutan. If democracy is to succeed the media 

must play an active role and thus we carried the 

task solemnly. BBS, as the only TV and Radio 

service provider, with its nationwide reach and 

coverage, we started by airing voter education 

programmes and reminding people the 

importance of exercising their franchise. 

 

For the National Council elections, BBS TV-1 successfully conducted 20 numbers of BBS-ECB 

debate in March and April 2018. The broadcast of LIVE debates started from Lhuntse and 

concluded in Thimphu. Moreover the news stories on the candidates, total voters in each 

Dzongkhags, common forums, number of votes by postal ballots, voting from overseas, and an 

increase in the polling booths to reach maximum voters were some of the stories covered.  

 

The National Council Election was held on April 20, 2018. More than 54% of the voters came 

out to exercise their franchise, an increase of nine percent compared to the voter turnout in the  

previous election. There was also increase in the number of candidates contesting for the election 

with 127 candidates. It was a huge success in the democratic process of selecting a National 

Council member from each 20 Dzongkhags. The voter turnout and the record number of 

candidates demonstrated the keenness of Bhuatnese People towards the Democracy. It was an 

indication that they understood their rights and responsibilities.  

 

The coverage arrangement for the National Assembly was finalized as soon as National Council 

elections were over. Two party president’s debate and 47 constituency debates were conducted 

from 3
rd

 week of August to 2
nd

 week of September. The Debates was aired LIVE on the same 

day. Poll days for both the National Council and National Assembly and the official declaration 

of results were also carried live successfully.   
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The National Assembly election was big success with a 

voter turnout of over 71% in the general round and more 

than 66% during the primary round. The fact that the voter 

turnout was increased drastically shows the faith of people        

in democracy, and trust in the transparency of election and 

their elected members. 

 

                                                                                                            

Summer sessions of 

Parliament was covered 

LIVE and issues from 

Parliament were covered 

in News and discussion 

programmes. Special reports about individuals and 

organisations contributing to the society were packaged and 

aired in 2018. News & Current Affairs Department worked 

closely with Election Commission of Bhutan and came up with 

a new debate format for the 2018 National Assembly elections 

for the first time. The new format provided the people with the 

opportunity of efficiency and effectiveness in knowing the 

candidates.  

 

 

The coverage teams from BBS TV-1 were applauded 

by the people, Election commission of Bhutan, and 

by our board members. Fortunately, four anchors 

who conducted the debates were awarded Order of 

Merit from His majesty the King. 

 
Four of the BBSCL anchors was awarded the Order of Merit 

from His Majaesty the King; 111
th

 National Day, Samtse 

 

 

Overall, the election process and our awareness programmes and news coverage task was a huge 

success. A sum of 196 news stories specific to National Assembly’s election and 137 news 

stories on election of National Council were aired on Television and Radio in 2018.Conscious 

effort was made to cover all parties and each candidate in a fair manner.  

 

As the sole national broadcaster, the BBS is perceived as a very critical partner in disseminating 

information and creating awareness. Since BBS Channel-1 reported extensively on basic social 

and economic issues, the Government recognized and started giving attention to these issues and 

has been allocating funds in these areas every year. The information and awareness created has 

also helped shape the development policies. 
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Apart from that, all the important events regarding 50 years of Indo Bhutan friendship was also 

covered prosperously. Also the Royal Highland festival, annual flower exhibition and other 

important events were given special coverage with production of special programmes and series 

of news. Over all 3700 news stories were aired in 2018. 

While the news room strives to keep the nation abreast of the developments, the current affairs 

serves to provide a platform for public debate and discourse. Our current affairs producers 

organized debates and discussion on issues of national importance, almost on a daily basis.  

 
Challenges: 

Besides small technical glitches because of use of old equipment, budgeting for covering 

important events has remained a challenge. No separate budget is allocated for the coverage of  

important events that comes during the year, especially the ad-hoc ones. Separate budget was 

allocated only for election coverage.  

Another problem faced by the news room is in retaining the trained people. As there are 

increasing opportunity for study and work in other countries, average of 7-8 people resigns and 

takes leaves. The replacement of such skilled or trained man power has continued to remain a 

constant challenge. 

 

Way forward: 
BBS Channel 1 believes in: “expect the unexpected” and remains ready to cover and reach 

information to people at any time. BBS TV-1 will continue to focus on increasing coverage from  

the rural pockets and will continue to bring in-depth analysis both on News and Current Affairs 

discussions.  

BBS Channel 1 is preparing to introduce morning news at 7 and 8 am within this five year plan. 

We are also exploring funds and trainings opportunities in the region for our journalists as we do 

not get HRD fund from the Government. We are also exploring to invite experienced media 

trainers from Regional Media organizations/partners to train our people (in house). 
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The third parliamentary elections and the 50 years of 

Bhutan-Indo formal diplomatic relationship celebrations 

kept BBSC occupied in 2018. The schedule started with the 

Coverage of National Council debates and elections 

followed by the Primary Round debates and elections for 

the Lower House, and finally the live coverage of debates 

and elections of the General Round. Since BBS1 is not 

available nationwide, BBS2 has also aired all the elections 

content that were aired in BBS1 for the maximum outreach, 

mostly the awareness promos and programmes to educate 

the voters in choosing the right candidate. 

 

Furthermore, fifty years of formal diplomatic relations with India was celebrated throughout the 

year. BBS2 aired more than twenty archived documentaries stressing on the importance of the 

relationship between the two countries.  

Apart from the archived programmes aired as 

reflected above, BBS2 has also produced and aired 

the following in-house productions: 

 

1. The launch of special logo to celebrate 

50 years of formal diplomatic relations 

was broadcasted LIVE on 12
th

 January 

2018. 

 

2. One and a half minute promotional video to play throughout the year was produced 

and aired from April. 

 

 

3. May 2
nd

 , Teachers’ Day celebrations from Changlimethang was broadcast LIVE 

celebrating the 50 years of Diplomatic Relations between Bhutan and India, 

highlighting the important roles the Indian Teachers has played in contributing 

towards education in the Nation. 

4. A separate 30 minutes of documentary was also produced covering the Indian 

Teachers stay in Bhutan during the “Teachers Day” week. 
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5. Documentary on the Royal Bhutan Flower Exhibitions 2018 was also produced. 

The exhibition this year celebrated the Bhutan–India Friendship, as the two 

countries marked 50 years of diplomatic relations. The Bhutan-India relations was 

also highlighted and produced as a part of the Nazhoen Express Series. 

6. LIVE Broadcast of the ‘Voice of Bhutan’ celebrating 50 years of Bhutan-India 

relationships. 

7. LIVE Broadcast of Indo-Bhutan Friendship Cycle Race on 28
th

 July 2018. 

8. India House Musical Drama Fusion celebrating 50 years of Bhutan-India 

relationships 

9. Series of Mountain Echo Talks Shows are being aired starting from November. 

10. Documentary on ‘Bhutan Week’ in Delhi, India. 

11. ‘Tracing Buddha’s steps’, Nazhoen Express in Rajgir, India. 

12. Interview with Gyelsay Tenzin Rabgye in Rajgir. 

13. Documentary on Moenlam Chhenmo in Rajgir, India.  

14. Ten minutes of Documentary encapsulating the events that took place to 

commemorate the 50 years of diplomatic ties between the 2 countries. ( As directed 

by the Cabinet Secretary, 300 copies of this documentary were also copied on 

thumb drives and was handed over.) 

Apart from the musical reality shows, two series of Dzongkha shows on Elections, reading and 

expressions were also aired to help in voter education and to promote our national language.  

Super Spellers among the schools of Thimphu was relaunched coinciding with the Birth 

Anniversary of His Majesty the Fourth King. The show is aired every Sunday at 03:00 pm to 

encourage our children in creative learning. 

 

A musical tribute to our King,  to serve the Tsa-wa-

sum was also produced titled ‘Chazhugay’. This 

MTV was played atleast once a day to remind our 

people what we as an individual can do in our  

capacity to serve our country. Following this, about 

eight promotional videos (a duration of 2 to 5 

minutes) were also produced which highlighted 

social issues. This fillers are aired daily to change 

the mind set of our people positively.  
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A new series titled Parentology, was also launched 

in 2018. This is a show that aspires to help new 

parents find answers to their questions and 

concerns.  

As awareness on the importance of our cultural 

heritage, an additional series titled ‘Tsi-Thong 

Dang-Dakzin’ was alsointroduced along with a 

series ‘Gachey-Bey’ answering many questions 

which our youth and adult faces in their daily life.  

                                                                                                         

 

Royal Highland Festival in Laya and Royal Bhutan Flower Exhibition in Thangzona, Punakha 

was also covered successfully. 

BBS2 has also video casted the Live coverage of His Majesty’s Birth Anniversary Celebration, 

Paro Tshechu, Thimphu Domchoe and Tshechu, National Assembly/National Council Summer 

and Winter sessions, and the 111
th

 National Day Celebration at Samtse, followed by the coverage 

of Finales of Cricket, Basketball, Volleyball, Lawn tennis, and Archery played on both 

compound and traditional bows. Mr. Bhutan competition, National film Awards, Dzongkha 

Rigtsel, Druk Super Star season 7, Drukghi Drinchen Phamai Sungkey season 4, Druk Gi 

Kalapingka season 3, and Voice of Bhutan Season 1 was also telecasted fruitfully in 2018. 

 

Challenges: 

 Repetition of programmes due to insufficient manpower and lack of sufficient equipment 

including outdoor lights and sound systems. 

 Repetition of films and serials due to insufficient budget.  

 

Aims: 

 To continue to improve the quality of programmes. 

 Be able to produce 50% of content for children and youth by 2020. 

 To increase revenue generation by 10% for the year 2019. 

 With the pressure to generate revenue, MSD is working on tapping advertisements from 

the region. 

Marketing and Sales Division: 
Since the Marketing and Sales Division is mandated to generate 50% of the annual current 

revenue we are presently targeting on: 

 

 Sale of airtime, reality shows, event coverage, sale of footage/programmes, sponsorships 

and program productions for both Radio and TV.  

 

 The total revenue generated in 2017 (as of 19
th

 December) was Nu. 55,633,917. 75 

 

A glimpse from the series of Parentology 
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 In 2018 the total revenue generated should have been Nu. 67,423,081.50 but was Nu. 

51,404,476.50 

 

 

 

There was a decrease of 7.6% due to following 

reasons: 

 Loss due to restriction on airing Royal 

Felicitations - 6,016,250 

 

 Loss of air time during NC and NA elections-

9,231,750 

 CSR – 770,605 

 

 

Meanwhile MSD is also working on tapping advertisements from the region. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

1.  Addition of 5 more stations for FM/TV network  

After the completion of towers and shelters at five locations, BBS has increased the 

coverage of TV/FM network in the Country. The new stations are located at following 

places:  

 Bara-Samtse 

 Gorina-Paro 

 Lobneykha-Chukha  

 Gagar-Trongsa and 

 Khanduphung-Samdrup Jongkhar 

 

Earlier the extreme parts of western and eastern region 

were deprived of any news, information and 

entertainments. However, with the new staions located 

in Bara-Samtse and Khanduphug-Samdrup Jongkhar,  

 

BBS can now present FM radio services to those remote areas. Similarly, Central part of Bhutan 

and northern part of Trongsa can now avail the FM services from Gagar station. Thus with the 

construction of new stations at different places, BBS has increased the radio coverage.  

 

40,000,000.00 

50,000,000.00 

60,000,000.00 

2017 2018 

A comparison of 
Revenue Generated 
by Marketing and … 
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1. DSNG space bandwidth 

As per the project for the South Asia Satellite, BBS has secured 3 Mhz of bandwidth for 

the DSNG up-linking to gather news and programmes from remote areas. It was also 

used for the live coverage of 2018 election. With the South Asia Satellite bandwidth, 

BBS can broadcast live from any part of the country as per the programme scheduled. 

 

2. Upgraded the block up converter for DSNG 

The South Asia Satellite’s (GSAT-9) bandwidth is in the 

extended Ku band but our present DSNG up-linking block 

up convertor was unable to operate in that frequency range. 

With the assistance 

of MoIC (Ministry of 

Information and 

Communication), the 

block up convertor 

was bought and also 

made the DSNG in a position to operate as per the present 

south Asia satellite’s frequency parameters.    

 

3. Election of National council in April, 2018    

The National Council election debate started from 22
nd

 March 

and ended on 10
th

 April, 2018.  A group of three teams were 

sent in the field to cover the live debates of National council 

2018. Bhutan Telecom’s network E1 lines were used as a 

back haul link during the  National council election. All the 

live debates were broadcasted in the Dzongkhags where there 

were bhutan Telecom E1 lines in adjacent. The OB  van, 

Anycast and DSNG vans  were utilized for the coverage of 

live debates.  
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4. Election of National Assembly from September-October, 2018 

For the primary round of election, BBS has sent four teams 

to cover all the 47 constituencies. The entire debates were 

recorded by respective teams and the footages were sent to 

BBS headquarter via E1 lines and drop box where it was 

recorded directly to the servers and footages from the drop 

box were put away via editing terminals. The recording of 

the primary round was held from 25
th

 August, 2018 to 8
th

 

September, 2018. The polling for the primary round was 

held on the 15
th

 September, 2018.    

In order to broadcast the 

general round of election, a group of three teams were sent to 

cover the live debates of every constituency. The debates were 

telecast live from Dzongkhag headquarters of the respective 

constituencies. For the general round to be broad  casted live, 

Ethernet connectivity was brought into service as some 

problems were detected with the E1 lines of Bhutan Telecom. 

DSNG van was also availed for the live coverage of election 

in some of the constituencies. The General round live debate 

was held from 24
th

 September to 9
th

 October, 2018 and the 

polling day was held on 18
th

 October, 2018.  BBS used the BT 

Ethernet and El lines for the back haul connection to BBS MCR and BBS DSNG after its up-

gradation. 

5. Skype Machine  

 

With the availability of 3/4G in the telecom network, the 

Skype machine was bought for the coverage of National 

Assembly 

election, 2018. 

Since, the skype 

machine has the 

capacity to 

connect two callers simultaneously; the reporters were 

made convenient to report live from the fields. Thus, the 

skype machine was extensively put into services during 
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the election by the reporters to report the election related stories and news. Not only that but the 

reporters in the respective fields had also used their smart phones to telecast the videos live. This 

very new technique was much appreciated by the viewers as it can video cast live from even the 

remote areas. 

6. Upgraded the LT Power panels  

Due to the lower power ratings in LT Panels, BBS has been 

facing difficulties especially during the cold seasons when 

there is much need of the power. Moreover with the 

increase in number of staff and equipments annually, it has 

only made the situation worse. The LT panel was therefore 

upgraded to the higher capacity, as it was importantly 

needed in the TV and Radio Departments.   

 

7. Radio audio mixer upgraded  

Since the radio audio mixers and microphones were outdated, many issues were noted in both the 

studios, as the On-air schedules and programmes were 

being hindered. BBS bought two new broadcast audio 

mixers to minimize the problem in the studios. With the 

new design of the audio mixer the tables were also designed 

accordingly. The mixers were installed in both the studios 

which are designed and installed to be used by only one 

person (Anchor). With the new audio broadcast mixer, the 

complications in the radio studios were overcame.  

8. Fencing for the FM/TV stations 

 

Fencing for the 12 FM/TV stations was completed. 

The fencings were built to safeguard the stations and 

its equipments from being stolen and also to secure 

them from the destructions of wild and domestic 

animals.  
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    The followings are the list of station details located in different Dzongkhags.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Engineering department plan for the year 2019 

 

1. Building of 5 numbers of prefabricated shelter house with towers, ventilation and AC, 

fencing, earthing system and transmitters for the FM transmitters  

2. To relocate FM station in Bangtar, from sukuni to Martshala to a suitable location as the 

network of Tashicell 3/4G is interfered since BBS is using their tower. 

3. To shift the tower from Yotongla to Kilkela station and to build one tower at Gagar. 

4. To replace the cameras in PCR1 and PCR2 as the present camera is absolute and spare 

parts are not easily available.  

5. Need to Upgrade the News Studio lights to LED lighting.   

6. Need to upgrade the IT related equipments as per the need of the present need.   

7. To upgrade the power substation as more power is required and to upgrade the OB van 

equipments.          

                            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                   

Sl.No Site Name Dzongkhag Remarks 

1 Jamtoe Goenpa Haa  

2 Lobneykha Chukha  

3 Dhala Chukha  

4 Soroni Samtse  

5 Bara Geowg Samtse  

6 Khandophung Samdrup Jongkhar  

7 Zorchen Tashiyangtse  

8 Pongchula Monggar  

9 Kikila Bumthang  

10 Gagar  Trongsa  

11 Gomphung Zhemgang  

12 Khebisa Dagana  
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The main responsibilities of the AFD are to supervise over financial management, HR 

management and Administrative service within the organization to run its office efficiently.  

As always the office annual puja (Ritual) was celebrated on 1
st
 February, 2018 for the welfare of 

the staff and the development of the organization. On the same day of the annual puja, the 

second BBS annual night was also organized as an entertainment. 

 

 

BBS Employees in their full swings, BBS Annual Night.                                             BBSCL blessed during Annual Rimdro. 

 

Since the 45
th

 Annual Gathering/18
th

 AIBD General Conferences and Associated Meetings will 

be hosted by BBS in Bhutan from 22
nd

 -24
th

 August, 2019, the AFD remained occupied for its 

preparation. The AIBD General Conference (GC) and its Associated Meetings is the annual 

gathering of the institute. The General Conference is open to member countries, affiliates, 

partners, observers and leading broadcasters by invitation only. It gives an opportunity to review 

the number of activities and projects that AIBD has implemented in the past years and also to 

look into the future projects whereby the developmental needs for the member countries are also 

taken into account. 

On the other hand, AFD was also engaged in the arrangement for hosting the Asia Vision 

Coordinators Meetings which will be held in Bhutan in February 2020. The ABU’s (Asia Pacific 

Broadcasting Union) Asiavision, is a daily TV news exchange programme, where broadcasters in 

the Asia-Pacific exchange the news between the members. Since its launch in 1984, the daily 

news exchange has been covering the major events of the day, providing a major source of news 

for its members. Besides the daily transmissions, news flashes are arranged for important,  
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breaking stories such as natural disasters or major political events. BBS was a member of the 

AVN in the past but it was discontinued some years back when BBS decided to stop 

international news and focus on local content. 

The organization could not afford to send the staff neither for long nor short term trainings due to 

the limited HR budget.  Nevertheless, with the sponsorship support from Asia Pacific 

Broadcasting Union (ABU), Asia Pacific Institute of Broadcasting 

Development (AIBD) and Thai Public Broadcasting Services (TBS), the 

organization has managed to send some staff to attend the following 

meetings, study visit, conference, summit, course, workshops and 

trainings. BBSCL became a member of ABU in 1997 and AIBD in 2000. 

Most of the trips were fully or partially funded by the sponsors: 

List of training and workshops availed by BBS staff in the year 2017: 

1. 16th Asian Corporation Dialogue in Kuwait. 

2. ABU Radio Asia and Media 2020 conference in Astana in Kazakhstan. 

 

3. 14th Asia Media Summit and Pre Media Summit Workshops respectively in Qingdao, 

China. 

4. 44th annual gathering/ 17th AIBD general conference and associated meetings in 

Colombo, Sri Lanka. 

5. 55th ABU General Assembly and Associated Meetings in Ashgabat, Turkmenistan. 

6. AIBD general conference and associated meetings in Colombo, Sri Lanka. 

7. Study Tour to Thai Public Broadcasting Service in Bangkok, Thailand. 

8. ABU Metric- Based Corporate Innovation Management Workshop in Kuala Lampur, 

Malaysia. 

9. AIBD/HBF Regional Workshop on New Approaches to Gender Issues through 

Broadcasting in Kuala Lampur, Malaysia. 

10. The Learning Journey: Community based Design for Sustainable Tourism Marketing in 

Bangkok, Thailand. 

11. Asia Media and Information Communication Centre, (AMIC) in Karnataka.    

12. 14th Asia Media Summit and Pre Media Summit Workshops respectively in Qingdao, 

China. 

13. Workshop on Gender Safety and Equality in Nepal.         

14. Workshop on journalist in the Digital Economy Respectively in Nepal.   

15. To train BBS Reporters and Cameraman for Election in India. 

16. Asia Media Summit in New Delhi, India. 

17. AIBD/ABU/Regional Workshop on Election Coverage in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. 
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18. Familiarization Visit to India for the Journalists in India. 

19. Asia Pacific Broadcasting Union Kids in Kuala Lampur, Malaysia. 

20. ABU Metric- Based Corporate Innovation Management Workshop in Kuala Lampur, 

Malaysia. 

21. Generation What? Asia -Pacific 3rd steering Group Meeting in Bangkok, Thailand. 

22. Golden Ribbon International Short Documentary Co-production in Beijing, China. 

23. ABU Children's Drama Co-Production, 15th Series in Kuala Lampur, Malaysia. 

24. AIBD/BIRTV Media Cooperation Exchange Project in Beijing, China. 

25. Broadcast Asia in Singapore. 

26. ABU Children's Drama CO-Production in Bangkok, Thailand. 

27. ABU Digital Broadcasting Symposium in Kuala Lampur, Malaysia. 

29. AIBD/ABU Regional Workshop on Engineering Fundamentals for Broadcasters, in 

Kuala Lampur, Malaysia. 

30. The Learning Journey: Community based Design for Sustainable Tourism Marketing. 

31. Annual ABU Children's Drama Co-Production Project in Bangkok. 

Royal Civil Service Commission medal recipients of BBS for the year 2018: 

The Chief Executive Officer of BBSCL awarded the Royal Civil Service Award Medals to 37 of 

the BBS staff on 11
th

 December, 2018 with the recipients of 1gold, 2 silver and 9 bronze for 

serving various years in BBS. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RCSC Medal Recipients 
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